ABSTRACT

Realising the Singapore Armed Forces

Instrumented Battlefield

An instrumented training system is a type of
simulation

and

training

application

in

which

weapons engagement effects and outcomes are
simulated and embedded into actual combat or
weapon systems. It is typically deployed in an actual
environment and provides a form of simulation
training commonly known as Live Simulation. The
equipment used, procedures followed and actions
taken by the soldiers when using such systems are
exactly the same as those in real combat situations,
except that no real ammunition is discharged.
The data from the simulation is recorded for a
comprehensive after-action review.
An

instrumented

instrumented

battlefield

training

is

systems

formed
are

when

networked

together. The main technology building blocks
are the weapons engagement simulation and
the

communication

network

(also

known

as

the training data link). This article describes the
technology

enablers

of

instrumented

training

systems and highlights the innovations behind
the

Singapore

battlefield.
Chiew Jingyi
Victor Tay Su-Han

Armed

Forces’

instrumented
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INTRODUCTION

the

Slaying monsters in the dungeons of the

engagement outcome are simulated based

somersaults inside a vertical wind tunnel,
and using a laser gun to shoot down
enemies in a combat game may all seem like
disparate activities, but there is one common
thread – these activities function based on
the concept of simulation, albeit at varying
degrees of realism.

involve

“real

people

operating real systems”. This means that a
high level of realism is involved. Out of the
mentioned activities, dodging gun shots and
shooting down opponents in the combat
game bring participants closest to a Live
Simulation. The World of Warcraft least
resembles a Live Simulation, as there are
no actual people involved and the player
does not enter the dungeons physically. In
virtual skydiving, one performs the ‘skydive’
physically but does not actually jump off a
plane.

instrumented
systems

are

Main Processor

on real data (e.g. time, velocity and position)

Instrumented Platform

obtained from both the firing and target

Data Link

Instrumented Platform

Main Processor

Main Processor

Data Link

Data Link

platforms. The training data link manages
and exchanges critical data (e.g. the firing
messages and ‘hit’ or ‘miss’ messages),
among these platforms.
RF-Based
Training Data Link

Since the mid-1990s, the Singapore Armed
training systems. A whole new training
the

SAF

to

instrumented

‘train-as-you-fight’
battlefield

in

is

made

training

possible

systems.

applications

where

by

These
actual

combat systems are fitted with special
sensors (i.e. instrumented) to simulate
weapons engagement outcomes and record
battlefield events in real time. Soldiers who
use such systems follow exactly the same
operational procedures for real combat
situations, except that no real ammunition is
discharged. Therefore, in a Live Simulation,
the training provided by instrumented
training systems is highly realistic.
There are two key technology enablers:
the weapons engagement simulation and

RTTP

RTTP

paradigm has been introduced, enabling
an

environment,

where instrumented training systems are

Data Link

Data Link

Main
Processor

Main
Processor

networked together. This article explores the

Ground Network

key technology enablers of instrumented
training

systems

and

highlights

Ground Station

the

Figure 1. Typical architecture of instrumented training systems

innovations undertaken to realise the SAF
instrumented battlefield.

c) Data link module for sending and

SYSTEMS ARCHITECTURE
The

systems

architecture

of

typical

instrumented training systems is shown in
Figure 1. The system is made up of three

Simulation

Instrumented Platform

the

main modules, namely the instrumented
platforms (soldiers, vehicles, aircraft or ships),
the Real-Time Tracking and Positioning
(RTTP) system, as well as the ground station.

Instrumented Platforms
Each instrumented platform is referred to as
a player. The main instrumentation modules
of the player include the following:
a) Main processor for processing data and

transceiver
d) Positioning system for providing the

loading of exercise information

The ground station provides the user with
real-time

monitoring

and

post-exercise

player with information on his position

debriefing functions. Debriefing capabilities

and velocity

include planning the exercise scenario and

e) Transceiver for transmitting and receiving

displaying weapons simulation outcomes.

f) Antenna unit

KEY UNDERLYING
TECHNOLOGIES

The player transmits his own information

The

to other players as well as the RTTP in

instrumented training systems are made

the network, and receives other players’

possible

through

information via the training data link.

enablers:

the

data

advanced

training
two

capabilities
key

weapons

of

technology
engagement

simulation and the training data link.

Real-Time Tracking and
Positioning

conducting simulation
b) Data storage device for recording and

Ground Station

receiving exercise information via the

Weapons Engagement
Simulation

The RTTP system receives exercise information
from the players via the training data link

The simulation of weapons engagement is

and transmits it to the ground station for

typically done by modelling the weapons’

real-time monitoring and debrief.

performance and their effects on different
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Live

(i.e.

Forces (SAF) has invested in instrumented

According to the Department of Defense
Simulations

network

training data link). The weapon effects and

World of Warcraft, performing floating

Live

communications
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types of targets through complex algorithms.

(e.g. a red flashing light) on the target

The algorithms may take into account the

is used to show whether it has been hit or

relative positions of the shooter and target,

killed. The simulation outcome is not only

trajectory of the ammunition, effective range

recorded in the data storage device on the

of the weapon, and the damage effects on

target, but also transmitted through the

various types of targets. The algorithms are

training data link to the ground station

verified against the known performance

for real-time monitoring and post-training

of the actual weapons to ensure that the

debrief.

Shooter sends the ‘hit’
engagement outcome
message to selected
target.

Shooter

Target

simulation outcome is correct. The simulation
indirect.

Indirect
to

In Direct Simulation, the shooter sends an
engagement message to the intended target
(see Figure 2). The engagement message is
embedded with data, such as the identity
of the shooter and the type of ammunition
fired, and it is usually transmitted through
laser beams . Direct Simulation is typically
1

used to simulate weapons with direct
line-of-sight trajectory such as infantry

Simulation

simulate

trajectories,

is

weapons
such

as

typically

used

with

changing

guided

missiles,

air-to-ground bombs, and artillery shells.
Through the training data link, the shooter
obtains the position and velocity of the

link is the communication backbone of

such as angle-of-attack, roll, pitch, and yaw

instrumented training systems. It allows the

The training data link employs sophisticated

are also available.

exchange of data among the instrumented

algorithms to manage the large number of

platforms, and between the instrumented

messages in the network. Two key features

platforms and the ground station. The

of the training data link are the allocation of

the

following are examples of data exchanged in

transmission slots and the prioritisation of

the training data link:

messages.

algorithm

in

the

main

processor

also establishes the characteristics of the
weapon employed, such as the ammunition
lethality, effective range, wind effects, and

2. Target may feedback
the engagement outcome
to shooter.

flight profile. The outcome (i.e. ‘hit’ or ‘miss’)
is recorded in the data storage device for
post-training debrief.

a) Navigation data, such as the player’s own
position, altitude, and velocity, which
could be obtained through a positioning
system (e.g. Global Positioning System
(GPS))

The data link module also transmits the

other players in the network

about the weapon’s firing

If the shooter hits the target (i.e. the laser

link to the target (see Figure 3) and the

An instrumented training system which

beam is received by laser detectors on the

ground station for post-training debrief. The

requires a high data rate and offers a clear

realistic simulation of weapons engagement

line-of-sight

is fundamental to instrumented training

platforms typically employs an S-Band

decodes

the

engagement

message

to

calculate the amount of damage sustained
by the target. This process of damage
assessment is also known as Real-Time
Casualty Assessment. A visual indication

systems as it facilitates data collection and
training evaluation.

transmission slots are allocated to different
types of players. Dedicated static slots are
allocated to fixed entities (e.g. ground

between

the

to

variable

instrumented

players

(e.g.

aircraft, ships, vehicles and soldiers). This
feature enables the instrumented training
systems to operate optimally even with large
numbers of players.

engagement outcome via the training data

target), the main processor on the target

A combination of static and dynamic

station) whereas dynamic slots are allocated

b) Network data such as information about

c) Operational data such as information
Figure 2. Direct Simulation

Frequency (UHF) data link.

When the shooter releases the weapon,

positions of the shooter and target. It
Shooter

systems typically operate on an Ultra-High
The radio frequency-based training data

of the engagement based on the relative

1. Shooter sends the
engagement message
to selected target.

instrumentation, the instrumented training

is an aircraft or a ship, additional information

(of the shooter) determines the outcome

Target

Training Data Link

intended target. If the instrumented platform

rifles, anti-tank weapons, aircraft-mounted
guns and laser-guided missiles.

Figure 3. Indirect Simulation

instrumented

training data link. An example is air combat
instrumentation. On the other hand, when
the data transmission is required to penetrate
thick foliage, such as for ground combat

In addition, the data link prioritises the
different

messages

transmission

of

to

ensure

essential

timely

messages.

For example, it ensures that weapons
engagement

outcomes

are

transmitted

promptly so that the ‘killed’ players are
deactivated and prevented from engaging
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other players. On the other hand, position

The ground station receives the same

parties involved. The use of instrumented

scenario (e.g. information on the ships of

information of ‘killed’ players is accorded

broadcast via the RTTP. The main processor

training

this

other players and the simulated weapons

lower transmission priority. This is critical

in the ground station decodes the data and

ambiguity. Training events are transmitted

engagements) to the ships’ combat

especially in large-scale trainings with many

presents the information on a screen for

and recorded in real time – these records

information centre. The system can also

players in the data link.

real-time monitoring. The data is also

can be reproduced, thus providing the

simulate the steering of ships, enabling

recorded on the data storage device for

indisputable ground truth that was missing

in-harbour training.

post-exercise debrief.

in

BENEFITS

The two key technology enablers – the

previous

could

remove

non-instrumented

training.

Instrumented training systems are also able

The training capabilities of the SAF have

to capture battlefield events and data for a

been enhanced through innovative means:

thorough analysis after the training.

weapons engagement simulation and the

The key benefits of instrumented training

training data link – work very closely to deliver

systems are described as follows:

the simulation outcome. The simulation

‘Range-Less’ Training

INNOVATIONS IN THE
SAF INSTRUMENTED
TRAINING SYSTEMS

Conventional

instrumentation

facilities

of air-to-air missiles engagement.

Train-As-You-Fight:
High Level of Realism

The SAF has built up instrumented training

calculate the positions of instrumented

Through the data link, the instrumented

Instrumented training systems are embedded

systems over the years and in the process,

players through triangulation techniques.

aircraft

process can be illustrated using an example

(also known as ‘ranges’) have positioning
beacons mounted on fixed towers to

into real systems and they are used in field

introduced innovative training capabilities.

Such ranges require vast swathes of training

and

training. This creates a training environment

The key instrumented training systems in the

area for the players to manoeuvre. For

heading etc.) about the enemy aircraft. As

so realistic that the operators perceive an

SAF are as follows:

example, an air combat instrumentation

the pilot locks on to the target and releases

actual combat scenario. For example, when

the missile, the signal is sent to the main

the crew of an instrumented tank spots

processor of the simulation system.

an enemy vehicle, it can manoeuvre the

continually

information

(on

receives

position,

real-time

velocity

main gun and lock its sight on the target.
The algorithm in the main processor

The crew then presses the button to fire

calculates the flight path of the missile

the ammunition. Instead of a live round

relative

heading for the target, the simulation system

to

the

targeted

enemy

and

a) The

Air

Combat

Manoeuvring

Instrumentation (ACMI) enables the
Republic of Singapore Air Force (RSAF)
to conduct realistic air-to-air combat
training

and

air-to-ground

targetry

practice.

range for fighter aircraft would take up to
hundreds of square kilometres of land.
To

overcome

Singapore’s

geographical

constraints, DSTA delivered the world’s
first ‘range-less’ ACMI (Victor Tay, 2006).
By leveraging GPS technology, the position

determines the outcome. The outcome

takes over at this point and determines

b) The Army Battlefield Instrumentation

(‘hit’ or ‘miss’) is recorded in the data storage

whether the target has been hit. This

(BFI) leverages laser simulation and an

be obtained via satellites, doing away with

device on the pilot’s own aircraft. Next,

‘train-as-you-fight’ capability enables the

UHF data link to create a realistic training

the need for fixed towers. As a result, the

the main processor prepares the data for

operators to train in a highly realistic and

environment for the Army (Ministry

RSAF can conduct air combat training in

safe environment.

of Defence, 2006). It is fully portable,

available airspace, for training areas where

complete

it is not feasible to have fixed infrastructure

broadcast, through the transceiver and data
link antenna unit of the data link module.
The data link proceeds to broadcast the

Ground Truth:
Removing the Ambiguity

with

after-action

review

facilities that can be deployed in the field

data of the instrumented RSAF aircraft can

(e.g. open sea).

to track the locations and activities of
instrumented soldiers and vehicles. The

simulated missile engagement outcome,

Seamless Tracking

which is received by the enemy aircraft via

Instrumented

enable

Urban Instrumentation System (URIS) is a

its antenna unit, transceiver, and data link

realistic force-on-force training by providing

similar system, but customised for urban

The main challenge of urban instrumented

module. The main processor then decodes

immediate simulated results on weapons

operations training.

training systems is that satellite-based GPS

the data. If the outcome is a ‘hit’, the main

engagement.

training

systems

processor informs the enemy pilot via his

c) The Fleet Instrumented Training System
(FISTS) interfaces with the combat

would not be able to track soldiers who are
operating inside buildings.

headset. Thus, the enemy pilot is prohibited

In the past, the outcomes of weapons

systems on board the Republic of

from firing his missile for the rest of the

engagement in training were often difficult

Singapore Navy’s (RSN) ships. The system

To overcome this challenge, a seamless

game.

to determine and hotly debated by the

simulates and presents the training

tracking system was conceptualised for

45
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the Army’s URIS. Under this concept, BFI

players such as ships, submarines or aircraft.

protocol.

uses the conventional GPS to monitor

The virtual players could be detected by

differently using proprietary data structures

the

operating

the instrumented sensors of real ships. The

and cannot be simply deciphered by

in open areas. When the troops enter

operators could engage these virtual players

another

Second,

The IDT receives data, such as the players’

enclosed areas, the indoor tracking system

using the instrumented weapons on board

each instrumented system simulates the

positions, call signs and status, from each

takes over the monitoring automatically

the ships. Adding on to the realism, the virtual

weapons

The

instrumented system. The data is translated

(Lim, 2008). The BFI and URIS use the same

players could be programmed to engage

outcome of the simulation, which is usually

into a format which can be understood by the

laser-based simulation protocol, to ensure

the real ships with simulated weapons.

the extent of damage to the target, could

other instrumented system before it is sent

that the soldiers and vehicles are able to

A high level of training realism is achieved as

differ from system to system. For example,

over. The IDT can also receive weapon release

operate in both environments seamlessly.

the operators can hardly distinguish between

an air combat instrumented system may

commands from the instrumented players

Figure 4 illustrates the seamless tracking

the virtual and actual players.

only simulate ‘hit’ or ‘miss’ outcomes for

and simulate the weapons engagement. The

air-to-ground bombs, whereas a ground

outcome is translated into the native data

combat instrumented system could define

formats of the two instrumented training

various degrees of damage for the same

systems and sent to them via their respective

engagement.

data links.

when

they

are

capability.

Integrated Training

Virtual Players

The
The

participants

in

conventional

SAF

Instrumented

encompasses

various

Battlefield

data

is

instrumented
engagement

also

formatted

system.

differently.

instrumented systems, as well as an Interface
Data Translator (IDT).

instrumented

CONCLUSION

instrumented training systems are actual

platforms

players. Therefore, large-scale instrumented

systems.

exercises are rare for small armed forces such

systems and prepare for the next quantum

Figure 5 shows the architecture of an

Instrumented training systems have enabled

as the SAF.

leap in integrated training capability, there

integration

the SAF to train its soldiers in highly realistic

are two key challenges to address.

implemented to enable the exchange of

and

from
To

disparate

integrate

instrumented

these

disparate

To

overcome

integration

these

challenges,

gateways
gateway

are
that

data
used.

has

been

safe

environments.

The

training

data between two disparate instrumented

capabilities of the SAF have been enhanced

overcome by the innovative introduction of

First, each system’s data link exchanges

systems.

of

by innovations within the instrumented

virtual players. The system simulates virtual

data based on its unique communications

the integration gateway are the main

training systems. The ACMI, which leverages

processors and data link modules of the two

GPS and the training data link, enables the

In the RSN’s FISTS, this constraint was

The

main

components

System A
Training Data Link

System B
Training Data Link

Data Link

Main Processor

System A

Data Link

Main Processor

IDT

System B

Integration Gateway
Figure 4. Seamless tracking
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RSAF aircraft to train over the open sea.
BFI-instrumented troops are able to ‘fight’
from the open to the urban environment
with seamless transition to the URIS. The
injection of virtual players into combat
systems

has

enabled

operators

on
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